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At just about this time twenty-five years ago, the
Democratic Party, still reeling from the defeat of Hubert
Humphrey in the 1968 presidential election, was getting set
to launch one of the most significant episodes of political
reform in our nation's history. In the last chaotic day of
a remarkably chaotic convention, the Democrats had approved
a minority report from the Rules Committee that may have au
thorized — it was not at all obvious at first reading — a
Special Commission created by another resolution to rewrite
the delegate selection rules that were to be used at the
1972 convention. However vague and uncertain its mandate,
the Commission on Party Structure and Delegate Selection —
more commonly known as the McGovern-Fraser Commission, after
the two men who served as its chairmen — set about its work
in a way that showed little evidence of hesitation or second
thoughts. While commissions are sometimes dismissed as a
means for "studying" a problem in order to delay acting upon
it, on this level at least, the McGovern-Fraser Commission
was an extraordinary success. Within just four years, it
managed to put together a comprehensive set of recommenda
tions that entirely rewrote the groundrules for delegate se
lection, got these recommendations approved by both the full
Commission and the Democratic National Committee, and then
forced 50 different state parties to abide by their provi
sions.^

It would be nice to end this tale of political reform
ation by saying that the new rules turned out to be a daz
zling success, that the Democratic Party and its candidates
seemed more attractive and capable than ever before, that
dozens of electoral and policy victories followed in quick
succession, and that everybody lived happily ever after. In
fact, the opposite is more nearly true. The new rules
proved to be exceedingly controversial; the revised selec
tion process was widely criticized; the public seemed less
and less satisfied with the candidates that were nominated;
and the Democrats, supposedly the nation's majority party,
lost four of the first six elections held under the new sys
tem.

The members of the McGovern-Fraser Commission were not
the only people during this period interested in rewriting

^The best history of these events is Byron E. Shafer,
Quiet Revolution; The Struggle for the Democratic Partv and
the Shaping of Post-Reform Politics (New York: Sage, 1983).



Far and away the best statement of the revisionist
position is Howard Reiter's book Selecting the President
(1985). Since this is the 25th anniversary of the creation
of the McGovern-Fraser Commission, and since Professor
Reiter is the chair of this panel, this seemed like an ap
propriate occasion to begin to add one more layer to the
literature on party reform: a reply to the revisionists, so
to speak. In fact, I will actually violate very slightly
the spirit of this 25th anniversary panel. If we are seek
ing to determine whether changing the rules changed the pro
cess, it seems to me that we need to look at all of the im
portant, recent changes bearing on presidential nomination,
a category that clearly includes the transformation of the
campaign finance laws as well as the work of the McGovern-
Fraser Commission. In any event, as will soon become clear,
I believe that these "reforms" did have an important impact
on American politics, and that that impact has been, on the
whole, decisively negative.

Howard and Me

Since much of this paper is cast as a reply to some of
the revisionist literature on party reform, especially the
work of Professor Reiter, it is probably useful for me to
begin by outlining, in necessarily schematic form, the na
ture of Reiter's argument, the parts of his critique that I
accept, and the boundaries of my dissent.

One way of reading Reiter's book is to see him as
making two general points: a methodological argument and a
substantive argument. On the methodological side, Reiter
argues that much of the work attacking the new selection
process falls well short of the canons of proof usually
demanded of scholarly writing in the social sciences.
Claims were made about previous periods in American politics
without benefit of documentation or serious historical re
search; arguments about causality were asserted without more
than token efforts to see if the facts bore them out.^

How should we go about studying the effects of the new
rules? Reiter's general approach involves three steps.

1980). The tone that pervades this work is not, "See what a
great new system we've created," but, "Yeah, the system
really is screwed up — but honest, it's not our fault."

^Howard L. Reiter, Selecting the President: The Nominat
ing Process in Transition (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1985), esp. chap. 1.



media, or party leaders. It therefore took an election
cycle or two before the new features clearly asserted them
selves. Second, as I have already indicated, my conception
of changes in "the rules" is broader than just the work of
the McGovern-Fraser Commission. The new presidential
nomination process was also strongly shaped by the new
campaign finance laws adopted by Congress in 1974. If this
is the case, we should expect that some important con
sequences of the new rules environment would only become
visible in 1976 and after.

On the substantive side, Reiter argues, after collect
ing and analyzing data on a vast range of nominated-related
behaviors and outcomes, that in the end, relatively few of
them were changed decisively by the efforts of recent
reformers. The number of ballots it takes to nominate the
presidential candidates, the percentage of uncommitted
delegates, the number of favorite son candidates, the ease
with which incumbents are renominated, the relationship be
tween party and president — all have changed substantially
during the twentieth century, but the changes did not begin
in 1972, but many years or even decades earlier. A few
aspects of the selection system were affected by reform,
Reiter acknowledges, but not many. The outstanding charac
teristics of the current process — and the most important
and noteworthy changes in it — are simply one manifestation
of a larger, long-term decline in American political
parties. As Reiter puts it;

. . . the hypothesis underlying this book is that the
nominating process has evolved since the earlv 1950s
graduallv into one in which state and local oartv
leaders can no longer control nominations, and this is
due to the long-term decav of oartv organization in
the United States. While no single hypothesis that
attempts to explain so complex a set of phenomena can
explain all of it, I believe and shall demonstrate
that this one comes closer than any other.^

"Even if the McGovern-Fraser Commission and its successors
had never held a meeting," Reiter concludes at the end of
his book, "we would have ended up with roughly the system we
now have."®

It is on this second, substantive argument that I wish
to register my dissent. For while I agree with Reiter that

Reiter, Selecting the President. 14 (emphasis in
original).

®Reiter, Selecting the President. 142.



in the most strained sense of this word. A more accurate
description would be to say that parties are simply the
arena within which the presidential candidates fight for
title to the party's nomination.

To be more precise: Prior to 1972, parties as institu
tions — meaning, state party organizations and major gov
ernmental officeholders elected under the party label — had
a major, even decisive role in determining who would receive
the party's nomination for president. But the new rules put
in place by the McGovern-Fraser Commission changed all that.
And though some consequences of those rules can reasonably
be described as "unanticipated consequences," this one was
fully anticipated and deliberately intended. As Byron
Shafer has noted, there were five principal methods used to
select delegates in 1968; the McGovern-Fraser Commission
banned two of them entirely and did its very best to dis
courage a third.® What the three proscribed mechanisms had
in common was that they all provided the institutional
parties with a special, privileged role in delegate selec
tion. The two approved selection methods, by contrast, were
both designed to give force to the Commission's mandate that
"all Democratic voters" be given "a full, meaningful and
timely opportunity to participate in the selection of
delegates."^®

The most celebrated indicator of this transformation
is the explosion in the number of presidential primaries.
On this score, the evidence is unambiguous, as Reiter clear
ly agrees.As the data in Table 1 indicate, from 1952 to
1968 an average of about 17 states held presidential
primaries. Moreover, there is no sign that this number was
increasing: if anything, the number of primaries fell off by
one or two in the last few presidential campaigns before the
McGovern-Fraser Commission was formed. And then, beginning
in 1972, the number of primaries began a sharp and sustained
increase. Looking just at the Democratic figures (the trend
for Republicans is similar), the number of primaries jumped
from 17 in 1968, to 23 in 1972, to 29 in 1976, and then to
33 in 1988.

With all of the attention that has been focused on the
growth in presidential primaries, most analyses of the new
nomination process have missed an equally significant change
in the delegate selection procedures used by non-primary
states. Prior to 1972, states that declined to hold presi
dential primaries chose their delegates in ways that were

®Shafer. Quiet Revolution. 197-202.
^^Comission on Party Structure and Delegate Selection,

Mandate for Reform (Washington, D.C.: Democratic National
Committee, 1970), 9.

^^Reiter, Selecting the President. 2-3.



closely supervised by state party leaders and party organi
zations. In many cases, local party meetings were open only
to party functionaries who had been elected years earlier.
In other cases, these meetings were held in private homes or
were poorly publicized or had no written rules of procedure
— practices that infuriated the Commission's staff members,
but are not unreasonable in an essentially private organiza
tion.

In any event, such practices were drastically altered
by the McGovern-Fraser Commission. That Commission did not
ban non-primary selection procedures, but it did demand that
all such procedures be held during the election year, that
they be publicized well in advance, that they abide by writ
ten, clearly defined rules of procedure, and most important
ly, that they allow any interested Democrat the right to
participate on full and equal terms. Put simply, the effect
of such rules was to convert non-primary selection methods
from a party-controlled to a plebiscitary system. A fair
amount of ink has been expended over the last twenty years
examining (usually in quite theoretical terms) the ad
vantages and disadvantages of caucuses versus primaries.
But most of this writing, in my judgment, misses the far
more consequential point that, under the new rules regime,
there really isn't that much difference between the two.
The Iowa caucuses have often been described as "the func
tional e(^ivalent of a primary. In my view, the same
description could be applied to essentially all caucuses.

The results of this transformation are shown in Table
2, though the pattern is not the one that many analysts have
led us to expect. Between 1952 and 1968, it clearly did
make a difference whether or not a state used a primary to
select its delegates. Even though the presidential
primaries of this era often made it difficult for voters to
draw an easy link between presidential preferences and
delegate selection, states that held primaries and states
that used non-primary selection procedures quite often dif
fered in the presidential candidates they supported. The
divergence is particularly striking in Democratic nomination
fights and corresponds quite closely to the conventional in
terpretations of those races. In the 1952 Democratic con
test, Estes Kefauver demonstrated considerable support among
primary voters, but had very little rapport among party
leaders. The result was that on the first convention bal
lot, Kefauver won an average of 53% of the delegates
selected in primary states, 46% in states that used
primaries to select at least some of their delegates — but
only 14% in convention states.In 1960, John Kennedy also

The phrase apparently originated -with Howard Baker.
See Jack W. Germond and Jules Witcover, Blue Smoke and Mir
rors (New York: Viking, 1981).

^^Between 1952 and 1968, three states — New York,
Pennsylvania, and Illinois — selected about half of their



B. 1972-1988

Candidate
Year or Position

1972 DEMOCRATIC

Yes on Calif, resolution
No on Calif, resolution

Caucus Primary

McGoyern

H. Jackson

Wallace

1976 REPUBLICAN

Ford

Reagan

1976 DEMOCRATIC

Carter

Udall

Brown

1980 REPUBLICAN

Reagan in late May
Bush in late May
Uncommitted in late May

1980 DEMOCRATIC

Yes on binding delegates
No on binding delegates

Carter

Kennedy

1984 DEMOCRATIC

Mondale

Hart

J. Jackson

1988 DEMOCRATIC

Dukakis
J. Jackson

48

52

47

27

3

48

52

73

14

7

68

14

16

41

59

68

27

54

34

9

65

32

63

37

60

10

21

54

46

77

9

8

72

20

3

41

58

65

34

53

33

13

72

27

Difference
(Caucus -
Primary

-15

15

-13

17

-18

-6

6

-4

5

-1

-4

-6

13

0

1

3

-7

1

1

•4

•7

5

Note; Primary category includes only those states that used
primaries for delegate selection purposes. Caucus category includes
all states that selected their delegates yia caucuses, including
some that held purely adyisory primaries.
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The only exception to these patterns is the Democratic
nomination race of 1972 — though even here, the difference
between primary and non-primary states is smaller than it
had typically been in the period from 1952 to 1968. On the
first ballot at the 1972 Democratic convention, McGovern
averaged 60% of the votes in primary states, versus 47% in
caucus states. How can we account for this exception? In
looking at the results for individual primary states, two
general points stand out. The first is that McGovern hap
pened to do very well in a number of states that had winner-
take-all or loophole primaries, and thus won nearly all of
their delegations. McGovern received more than 87% of the
delegate votes in Massachusetts, Nebraska, Oregon, Rhode Is
land, California, and New York — even though he never won
more than 53% of the presidential preference vote in any of
these states.Second, the McGovern campaign, perhaps be
cause its candidate had chaired the Democratic reform com
mission, seems to have had a significantly greater under
standing of the new delegate selection rules, and, thus, in
a number of states, won substantially more delegates than it
might have against better-prepared opponents. In Pennsyl
vania, for example, McGovern came in third in the preference
tally, getting 20% of the vote to George Wallace's 21% and
Hubert Humphrey's 35%. But because McGovern fielded an
entire slate of delegate candidates, while Wallace had only
4 such candidates pledged to him, McGovern won 81 of
Pennsylvania's 182 national convention delegates, while Wal
lace received exactly 2 delegates for his showing.^®

To summarize: Ever since 1972, the McGovern-Fraser
reforms have regularly been criticized for setting up a sys
tem that is strikingly devoid of "peer review" — a system
in which those elected officials and party leaders who are
most concerned with government and politics on a day-to-day
basis, who have had the opportunity to work with the candi-

^^The New York primary did not have a presidential pref
erence vote in 1972. McGovern's average in the other five
states was 46%.

^®In a sense, this is perhaps the most striking finding
in James I. Lengle and Byron Shafer's well-known article
"Primary Rules, Political Power, and Social Change," Amer
ican Political Science Review 70 (March, 1976): 25-40.
Though the authors emphasize the fact that McGovern would
have done best under districted rules, Wallace under propor
tional representation, and Humphrey under winner-take-all,
the actual delegate totals for the fifteen primaries they
analyze show that McGovern did significantly better (and
Humphrey and Wallace significantly worse) than he should
have under any of the pure systems. See their comments in
footnote 8. A similar point is made in The Ripon Society
and Clifford W. Brown, Jr., The Jaws of Victorv (Boston:
Little, Brown, 1973), 121-31.
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candidacy in January of 1971, almost a year and a half be
fore his party's national convention. McGovern's decision
was widely ridiculed at the time — but the laughing stopped
when, 541 days later, McGovern won the Democratic nomina
tion. Not surprisingly, as the candidates began to gear up
for the 1976 nomination contests, many followed his example.
Indeed, both the eventual Democratic nominee (Jimmy Carter)
and the person who would prove to be his toughest opponent
(Morris Udall) went McGovern one better, by announcing their
candidacies in the waning months of 1974.^®

Not all candidates, it must be said, are rec[uired to
announce so early. Incumbent presidents are spared the or
deal, even when they expect to face substantial opposition
(as Jimmy Carter did in 1980). So, too, are a relatively
few candidates with substantial name recognition and an es
tablished national following, such as George Wallace, Ronald
Reagan, Jesse Jackson, and George Bush when he was the in
cumbent vice-president. But such exceptions do not mar the
basic pattern shown in Tables 3 and 4. At a minimum, we can
draw four conclusions from these data.

1. A very large proportion of recent presidential
contenders have announced their candidacies at
least 400 days before their parties' convention —
at least a year and a half before the November
election.

2. These early-announcers are not just long-shots and
also-rans. They include the eventual Democratic
nominees in 1972, 1976, 1984, and 1988, the Repub
lican nominee in 1976, and the second place fin
ishers in the 1976 and 1984 Democratic races and
the 1980 Republican contest. The last of these,
of course, parlayed his second place finish into a
vice-presidential nomination in 1980 and,
ultimately, a four-year term in the White House.

3. Of the first two trends described here, neither
has any precedent in the nomination races of 1952-
1968.

4. Many of the candidates who delayed their announce
ment dates — in particular, Frank Church and
Jerry Brown in 1976 and Edward Kennedy and Howard
Baker in 1980 — would subsequently claim that
their late announcement dates had severely hurt
their candidacies, denying them a sufficient op
portunity to raise money, build an organization,
and line up the support of party activists.

1 Q ,
•^°Reiter present basically the same data, though he sees

it as somewhat less conclusive than I do. See Selecting the
President, chap. 2.



Year Candidate

B. Democrats

Announcement Date

Number of

Days before the
Start of the

the Convention

1952 Estes Kefauver Jan. 23, 1952 180

Richard Russell Feb. 28, 1952 144

Averell Harriman April 22, 1952 90

Adlai Stevenson none 0

1956 Adlai Stevenson Nov. 15, 1955 272

Estes Kefauver Dec. 16, 1955 241

Averell Harriman June 10, 1956 64

1960 Hubert Humphrey Dec. 30, 1959 194

John Kennedy Jan. 2, 1960 191

Stuart Symington March 24, 1960 109

Lyndon Johnson July 5, 1960 6

1968 Eugene McCarthy Nov. 30, 1967 270

Robert Kennedy March 16, 1968 163

Hubert Humphrey April 27, 1968 121

George McGovern August 10, 1968 16

1972 George McGovern Jan. 18, 1971 539

Henry Jackson Nov. 19, 1971 234

Edmund Muskie Jan. 4, 1972 188

Hubert Humphrey Jan. 10, 1972 182

George Wallace Jan. 13, 1972 179

1976 Morris Udall Nov. 23, 1974 597

Jimmy Carter Dec. 12, 1974 578

Fred Harris Jan. 11, 1975 548

Henry Jackson Feb. 6, 1975 522

Sargent Shriver Sept. 20, 1975 296

Birch Bayh Oct. 21, 1975 265

George Wallace Nov. 12, 1975 243

Frank Church March 18, 1976 116

Jerry Brown March 21, 1976 113

1980 Edward Kennedy Nov. 7, 1979 278
Jerry Brown Nov. 8, 1979 277
Jimmy Carter Dec. 4, 1979 251

1984 Alan Cranston Feb. 2, 1983 530
Gary Hart Feb. 19, 1983 513

Walter Mondale Feb. 21, 1983 511

Reuben Askew Feb. 23, 1983 509

Ernest Rollings April 18, 1983 454

John Glenn April 21, 1983 451

George McGovern Sept. 13, 1983 307
Jesse Jackson Nov. 3, 1983 256



Year

1952

1964

1968

1976

1980

1988

1992

Year

1952

1956

1960

1968

1972

1976

1980

1984

1988

1992

TABLE 4

The Timing of Candidate Annoucement
Dates: A Summary

A. Republicans

Nominee

33'

192

186

405

244

308

187

B. Democrats

Nominee

0

272

191

121

539

578

251

511

445

284

Average for All
Candidates Listed

182^
157

136

338

431

436

219

Average for All
Candidates Listed

104

192

125

142

264

364

269

441

431

314

^Figure is the number of days before the start of the
convention that the nominee announced his candidacy.

"Figure is the average number of days before the start
of the convention for all candidates listed in Table 3.
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vice-presidency in 1980 and set his sights on the 1984 Demo
cratic nomination, he recognized quite clearly that his best
chance of attaining that goal was to be unencumbered with a
government job. Hence, when a Republican-held Senate seat
came up in Minnesota in 1982, Mondale declined to run for
it. Similar decisions were made by Howard Baker in 1984 and
Gary Hart in 1986. If one believes that political talent is
a relatively rare and valuable commodity, one has to wonder
about a system that encourages so much of that talent to sit
on the sidelines, at just the moment when they are finished
serving their apprenticeships and seem most able to make
significant contributions.

Finally, a number of candidates do try to balance the
two tasks: to hold onto their current office and to run for
the presidency. But this approach, though it worked for
Bill Clinton in 1992, can also carry some significant costs,
as Michael Dukakis found out in 1988. During the year and
three-quarters that Dukakis was pursuing the White House,
the Massachusetts economy and state budget underwent sub
stantial deterioration. Whether that deterioration had any
connection with Dukakis' presidential ambitions is a contes
ted point; my own reading of the evidence is that it proba
bly had a lot more to do with national economic trends that
were beyond the control of the Massachusetts governor. But
whatever the reality of the situation, many Bay State voters
clearly believed there was a connection, and both Dukakis
and the Massachusetts Democratic Party paid a high price for
that presidential run during his last two years in office.

The Rush to Judgment

The transformation of the presidential nomination race
into a two-year-long marathon has often been commented upon
and lamented. But the fact that many candidates begin their
quest for the White House a year before the first delegates
are selected is only half of the story: for once the actual
delegate selection activities begin, the presidential race
has grown progressively shorter. To appreciate this devel
opment, I have listed in Table 5 the withdrawal dates for
all presidential candidates who have actively entered and
contested the primaries since 1952.

As these data make clear, the pattern in pre-1972
presidential races was that the candidates, once they had
announced, were able to remain in the race for a reasonably
extended period of time — at least to the end of the pri
mary season, usually up to the actual convention balloting.
In the end, of course, only one candidate could get the



Year Candidate

1968 Eugene McCarthy

1972 Edmund Muskie
Henry Jackson
Hubert Humphrey

1976 Birch Bayh
Milton Shapp
Sargent Shriver
Fred Harris
Henry Jackson
George Wallace
Morris Udall
Frank Church

Jerry Brown

1980 Jerry Brown
Edward Kennedy

1984 Alan Cranston

Reuben Askew

Ernest Hoilings
George McGovern
John Glenn

Gary Hart
Jesse Jackson

1988 Bruce Babbitt

Richard Gephardt
Paul Simon
A1 Gore

Jesse Jackson

1992 Bob Kerrey
Tom Harkin
Paul Tsongas
Jerry Brown

Withdrawal Date

none

April 27, 1972
May 2, 1972
July 11, 1972

March 4, 1976
March 12, 1976
March 16, 1976
April 8, 1976
May 1, 1976
June 12, 1976
June 14, 1976
June 14, 1976
none

April 1, 1980
August 11, 1980

Feb. 29, 1984
March 1, 1984
March 1, 1984
March 14, 1984
March 16, 1984
none

none

February 18, 1988
March 28, 1988
April 7, 1988
April 22, 1988
none

March 5, 1992
March 10, 1992
March 19, 1992
none

Number of Days
After the Start of

the Primary Season

169

51

56

126

9

17

21

44

67

109

111

88

115

35

167

9

10

10

23

25

149

149

9

48

58

73

162

23

28

37

155

Note; The start of the primary season is the day of the New Hamp
shire primary in the nomination races of 1952-1980; in the 1984,
1988, and 1992 contests, it is the date of the Iowa caucuses.



TABLE 6

The Rise of Front-Loading, 1952-1988

Figures are the cumulative percentage of
delegates from primary states that had been selected

by the end of each week in the primary season

A. Democratic Party

1952 1956 1960 1964 1968 1972 1976 1980 1984 1988

Week 1 1% 1% 2% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Week 2 6 6 2 1 2 5 5 5 1 1
Week 3 6 6 2 1 2 13 9 13 19 1
Week 4 12 10 2 1 7 13 16 20 27 44
Week 5 22 19 6 5 7 17 19 32 29 50
Week 6 28 24 15 15 7 17 19 38 41 50
Week 7 55 41 21 21 17 17 34 38 49 52
Week 8 64 48 38 38 22 31 34 38 49 55
Week 9 81 64 56 55 41 50 34 45 49 55
Week 10 86 68 62 62 46 54 48 51 56 64
Week 11 86 68 68 66 46 63 56 60 74 70
Week 12 86 72 72 70 54 66 58 63 77 79
Week 13 99 100 72 100 76 66 66 70 77 82
Week 14 99 100 85 86 74 74 77 83
Week 15 100 100 86 76 100 100 83
Week 16 100 100 83
Week 17 100

B. Republican Party

1952 1956 1960 1964 1968 1972 1976 1980 1984 1988

Week 1 2% 2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2 1%
Week 2 7 6 2 2 1 7 4 6 2 2
Week 3 7 6 2 2 1 14 8 13 17 4
Week 4 16 11 2 2 6 14 15 20 24 46
Week 5 26 20 7 7 6 18 18 30 24 51
Week 6 33 25 17 16 6 18 18 37 36 51
Week 7 62 42 23 22 17 18 31 37 43 53
Week 8 69 46 41 38 23 30 31 37 43 56
Week 9 79 62 57 54 38 51 31 42 43 56
Week 10 85 67 63 61 43 55 43 48 58 63
Week 11 85 67 66 64 43 64 53 57 74 69
Week 12 85 71 70 70 52 68 56 60 78 78
Week 13 100 100 70 100 75 68 64 68 78 81
Week 14 100 85 89 75 72 78 83
Week 15 100 89 79 100 100 84
Week 16 100 100 84
Week 17 99
Week 18

100
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Yet, just nine days later — and a bare 37 days after Iowa
— he withdrew from the race entirely.

Third, in a significant number of cases, candidates
have been forced to withdraw before they have had a chance
to run in the kinds of primaries and caucuses where their
strength might have been most evident. The 1984 Democratic
nomination race, for example, included two well-regarded
southern politicians: South Carolina Senator Ernest Rollings
and former Florida governor Reuben Askew. What was remark
able about the candidacies of these two men was not just
that they withdrew ten days after the Iowa caucuses, but
that they withdrew before a single southern caucus or pri
mary had been held. Both men had launched their candi
dacies, in part, on the premise that in order to win the
presidency, the Democratic Party had to nominate someone who
would run well in the South. Again, nothing in a well-
designed nomination process would guarantee that the Demo
cratic Party had to accept this argument — but the system
should at least have given it a proper hearing, by allowing
these candidates to demonstrate their popularity (or lack
thereof) with southern voters and caucus participants. As
it turned out, by the tim.e that the first three southern
states voted on March 13 (one of them was Askew's home state
of Florida), both southerners had dropped out of the race
twelve days earlier. As a result, Mondale won the Alabama
and Georgia primaries and Gary Hart carried Florida, even
though it is highly questionable that either man stood a
chance of carrying these states in November.

When these three points are taken into account, it be
comes clear that there are several severe problems with such
a rapid winnowing process. In the first place, though these
early withdrawals are usually treated as an indication that
the candidates simply didn't catch on with the voters, there
are far too many cases that don't fit this pattern to accept
it as a general explanation. In fact, it is almost always a
lack of monev. rather than votes, that forces these candi
dates to drop from the race. In a system where the maximum
individual contribution is only $1,000, candidates are able
to raise adecpate campaign funds only if they do well in the
early primaries and caucuses. A candidate who does poorly
in such contests thus suffers a double blow: he is written
off by the press, which then denies him extensive "free
media" coverage; and he is unable to raise enough money to
conduct the kind of campaign that might reverse the early
momentum. Ironically, a system that was designed to reduce
the impact of money on American politics has actually made
it more important.

Whatever actually pushes candidates into an early
withdrawal, the system that has resulted is conspicuously
short on qualities that a good selection process presumably
ought to have, such as the capacity for deliberation, for
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Hampshire primary. Neither of these states, as is well
known, is very representative of the national electorate.
Each also has other idiosyncracies that further complicate
their ability to render such important judgments. But a
debate about whether the winnowing function should be per
formed by Iowa and New Hampshire or by two other states
misses the real point: no two states should have the
ability to make or break the fortunes of so many presiden
tial candidates.

And prior to 1972, no pair of states did possess such
extraordinary power. The Iowa caucuses, of course, did not
even exist in anything like their present form or place in
the election calendar. As for New Hampshire, which has been
the first presidential primary since 1920, from 1952 to 1968
it was regarded as a useful but not essential step on the
road to the White House. Six of the ten major-party
nominees during this period won the New Hampshire contest;
but in only two of the ten races (Eisenhower in 1952,
McCarthy/Johnson in 1968) could one say that the New Hamp
shire results played a major role in shaping the final out
come. More striking is how many serious candidates decided
to bypass the New Hampshire primary (Humphrey in 1960) or
announced their candidacies after it had already taken place
(Kennedy in 1968) or did not enter any primaries at all
(Stevenson in 1952, Johnson in 1960, Humphrey in 1968).^^
It was not until the reforms went into effect that Iowa and
New Hampshire became such an extraordinary media event and
make-or-break colossus.

Conclusion

It is an unfortunate consequence of academic debates
— no less than the debates in American electoral politics
— that the advocates of a given position may often seem
more extreme than they actually are. In an attempt to ward
off this problem, I wish to restate my belief that American
political parties were declining long before the implementa
tion of recent nomination reforms. And even if the
McGovern-Fraser Commission had never been created, and the
campaign finance laws had never been enacted, Americans
would probably still find much to criticize about the people
running for president and the way they go about doing it.

23For an elaboration of this point, see William G. Mayer,
"The New Hampshire Primary: A Historical Overview," in Media
and Momentum, ed. Nelson W. Polsby and Gary R. Orren
(Chatham, N.J.: Chatham House, 1987).
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